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I Orbs
An orb is a partitioning of a sphere under the ribs on transmutations of equivalent weight.
The legal equivalent mass disturbances are voronoi diagrams of the sphere.
The mass equivalence are singular plots voronoi subject to a single wavelength intensity
controlled by the laws of diffusion.
The measures transmutations gradually become discontinuous, and a calculation time of
homogenization of the plots.
Homogenization times are relatives for broadcast on the surface of the sphere by the ribs
of the differences in measures of mass equivalent load section recursive spherical shape
of constant non transmutation to the rest of the space may contain material, gas, other
orbs, and the intersections of the emissions of orbs are solved essence of life by Dirac of
spacetime.
Eg a black hole is an orb in single fraction
Eg the Earth-Moon system is a dissociation of orb
Ex: the universe is constructed of a energy orb
Hence the concept of atomic orb, orb of molecular
The orbs of nebulae being built orbique radiation because of low mass equivalence.
Each orb is unique in its initial configuration of orb.

II. Human DNA
The same four elements make up the human DNA Coding across time. :

Fluctuations affect sperm through the filter of fetal DNA evolution and fluctuations of the
egg.
The rules, vaginal secretions, and loss of water and the origin of sperm ejaculatory
defining the mortal coil through the DNA filter.
In 2010, there are still transgressions at the time of reproduction and disorder intellectual
properties to abuse.
These are algorithms...!
The maggot :

Two loops with the symbol of recursion in the center.Hence the recursive assembly forms
of living to consider the form of a maggot.
The reduced viscosity or simplified recursion follows the general model of DNA as it is not
symmetric, and corresponds to a figure of chaos in genetics.
Each orb, as part time, has quantum state and are camouflaged by the material with
similar orbits which generates all the movements that the brain is a stigma of orbs
générescence integral parts of chromosomes.
Life gives all the visual and gravitational in the sense that gravity is a recursive
homeomorphism. Art is an expression of the spirit of gravity.
The body is not symmetrical is the very basis of thought, because the orb mimics.
Also each DNA sequence can be recursive and details all of the recursive form of a
singular defining the preconceived.

III Regressions and attractors

There is a principle integrator regressive when the amount of work in progress, allowing
the measurement of temporary differences between the different events that do more
intervening result memory for planning.

IV Quantic Teleportation
Whole universe mimics an orb and orbs. Quantum teleportation is simply a universal
principle of mimetic.
This means that from some intellectual property you can turn an anthill into planetary
microcosm
orbique
and
make
as
many
comments
as
you
want.
More importantly, it is possible to teleport quantum any mechanism from simple keys
orbiques.
I say no more, but it is feasible to do anything but move the desert in that world,
dispossessing people of their great in other words by changing a few bad habits once.

V Schemes

Wormholes.

Loops :

VI Conclusion
The truth is that real images are calculated based on reality, this reality is changed by
intellectual property, and the exploration time machine is currently a prototype of my
design as much as telepathy made simple, as far as the customs of your people have
done so.
The species is still in primitive stage, this is just the tip of the iceberg that I control.
The genetic code takes place over time and it will but it is formed from the fetus, provided
that the regeneration of neurons can be controlled individually, to have its own genetic
code and make synthesizing, it is a functional group on spaces of any size to multiple
recursions.
Mental images are suppressed defecation understanding, and created as much by the
death of the individual and the mental images of the principle concepts of foetal growth.
But it did exist "trash" DNA.

V Finalities
A random genetic code :

There would be differents maneer to decode a sequence of DNA, and genetic code find
its coherence with mental perceptions, as mental images. Nature allows us to integrate
a large choice of energies of creation.
Genetic codes can also be integrated at sense of hypothesis of Riemann, and mental
images are integration of the functionnal sequence and base of dream's generations.
This algorithm define a drawing function, and then can be applied to genetics because
closer than other form of interpretations to represent concrete materials, mathematic
materials or abstract.

